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1. Embrace Personal + Professional Vulnerability

When you step out as an entrepreneur, you are opening yourself up to public 
criticism, failure, and barriers. It’s painful and challenges you to become intimately 

familiar with your own limitations. Once you are able to fully embrace the many 
layers of your capability, even the edges that are broken and tarnished, a deeper 

strength and message will emerge.

2. Challenge Yourself to better Understand “Why”

You have reasons for wanting to be an entrepreneur and coming to terms with what 
those are, good and bad, will help equip you with the deeper justification for why 
you fight the battles of achieving business success. What is your “WHY?” What do 
you stand for? Why should people care and want to work with you? Only you can 

define these things and EVERYONE wants to know.

3. Do Your Homework + Know Your Market

Running a business is HARD. There are no new ideas, there are a thousands of 
others doing exactly what you do, and yet there are millions of people poised to 
take advantage of your services. What EXACTLY are you offering? What is your 

competitive advantage? Without making your pitch strictly about price, what do 
you offer that sets you apart, and who is already eager to buy?

4. Be Strategic to Address “Feast or Famine”
All business comes in “ebbs and flows.” How can you strategically build your 

opportunity pipeline, enhance sustainable growth, and streamline client 
acquisition? What is your plan for when opportunity dries up? What will you do 

when leads get cold, clients stop calling, and contracts fall through? Take time to 
assess your road to success, while factoring in the intermittent detours.

5. Build an Authentic Relationship Network

While the world moves at break-neck speed, consumers are looking for deeper 
connections to the businesses they support. We are all searching for more 

authentic stories, mission statements that reflect inherent values, and priorities 
which put customer relationships first. Using the “Entrepreneurship Resiliency 

Wheel” listed below, evaluate how you can integrate these core elements:


